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Pokemon rejuvenation v12 relationship guide

In: Comment share . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wow, Buccaroo! This page contains a pretty heavy spoiler for the game, and may ruin the surprise for some things for you, so please keep reading at your own responsibility!16 (1st) (current) Purple (dyed) Brown (natural) Melia Ren (friend) Amber (friend) Chastiti (mother) Matthew (father) Veronica Vasil (commonly known as Venham) is a poison-type gym
leader of Abium and awards a poison heart badge upon defeat. In addition, she is Melia's best friend and a self-proclaimed leader of East Gearen's teen trainers who train in abandoned sewers. The exterior Venham has brown eyes and has purple dyed hair reaching the middle of her back with pink flower fasteners on both sides of her head, and her bangs swept to the left in a mess. Before the game event, Venam dyed her hair blue, as
shown on melia's Gym Reader Audition Tape. She wears a red V-shaped black tank top on her chest and a white skirt in the shape of a red zigzag. She wears long red and black socks, along with black shoes with red accents. In her second look, the dye is removed from her hair and reveals that her natural hair color is brown. Her hair is placed in curly hair and her bangs curl slightly on her face and are neatly divided into the middle. She
wears a red checked vest and a black shirt with a white pattern and has three circles with lines running from under it. She wears dark grey jeans and black boots that reach the middle of her snout with a white accent. Personality Biography Jim Challenge Venam's gym puzzle consists of mixing colors. 1st Room - Magenta (Red and Blue Mix) 2nd Room - Orange (Red and Yellow Mix) &amp; Green (Blue and Yellow Mix) 3rd Room Orange (Red and Yellow Mix), White (Green Mix, Red and Blue) &amp; Teal (Green and Blue Mix) 3rd Room unlocks secret rooms including Sebiper Eggs and Seigard cell, mixing brown (red, blue, yellow mix), white and orange. Pokemon The team displayed on this page is for normal mode. To view a casual or intensive team, click the button below. Citation Trivia Venham finished fourth in the first official popularity poll with 221 votes.
Gallery Add photos to this gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless other than stated. Oh, Disneyland/World recommends that I want to visit America!and even though I live here now, I say it. LOL I adore smash and banjo and conker, but this beg the question: did you play any game by Rhea, Sean? Even if I'm not sick now, that bed GIF is in a big mood. I wasn't a fan of Gervodor's design, but I really like its luster.
Your irony against Melia always makes me laugh. Especially in gif format. :D Thread Starter Thread Starter 762 Spoiler: Chapter 85 - No Good Acts Go Hello Not Punished There.You can see I'm still in my pajamas in the middle of the week. It's raining and I'm taking a day off. What else do I do, but will be a comfortable Sean? But get a new one right away. ... Why am I saying all of this to you? Anyway reply! The three of them sing that
song by force whenever I actually remember it, so I actually laughed pretty hard at spider sludge songs. That's reasonable. As long as it's in your head. No one likes a guy who pops out a song. In my experience, at least the game will be more fun with WAY when Terrajuma + Back to the Past is over. Does BTW remember the guy who gave you emotional powder when you entered Mount Valor? But go read that chapter, you'll see him
first. He will be somely more important later!v12.. If you finish v12, the spoiler is not a spoiler. Reply to a reply. Well, you don't technically need a claim, it'll probably make it easier for people to accept your rules. So when Snakewood Log Number 7? I don't have to see Melia and Venham every day, so it's going to get better now. If they don't accept, I'll break them. It's as simple as that. Plus I'm pretty sure I'm a ghost piloting a corpse, so I
think I can claim something like that. Oh, Disneyland/World recommends that I want to visit America!and even though I live here now, I say it. LOL I adore smash and banjo and conker, but this beg the question: did you play any game by Rhea, Sean? Even if I'm not sick now, that bed GIF is in a big mood. I wasn't a fan of Gervodor's design, but I really like its luster. Your irony against Melia always makes me laugh. Especially in gif
format. :D I get the urge to go to the stateside, I think I will. I don't like hot weather and they are both hot. Well.. Donkey Kong Country for Game Boy Color?Back in 1998? reality, I sleep now my original joke is that Melia just thinks she used a purple garbage bag to pretend she made a shiny Pokemon. That's a shiny sprite okay. I honestly like Tsaleena better in this. Tozai! Did that garbage gulm infect the entire cave with its filth or did you
create this little hiding hole itself by melting the rock with stomach acid?... This is one question I don't care if there is no answer. Now, where did the two run away? This is ahead of the course I think. Hey. He's not dead. Again. But the jury has not yet been molested by a garbage monster over him. I'm surprised that Gigard cells can survive in this squaral. And this little in front of me is ever going to learn her lessons about potsBlack
Kettle? Right now. In front of Veronica. I make her watch. Wait... Why didn't anyone think to use defog? This move was created specifically to clear weather effects on one route in one region for a generation of Pokemon? Now, if she can get the ability to close her mouth once and for a while, we'll probably get better. But it's not that good. Cube welcomed you and lost the Lamb of Gigard. Soon you will be part of my huge mecha. And
they'll all pay. They'll all pay. Well, Canon, I set you up trying to be a good wingman, but I think the fish wasn't biting today. Or they prefer to bite other fish instead of worms. EYYYYyyy!!!! Like... CSI Miami guy? If I look at it now, it's not really cheating, is it? So Sean! We can do whatever you want! Well, poison/dark we knew it. ridiculously high defense, we came up with it. Is hell just me, or does special defense have a little extra green in
it? What does Stench do? But it's of little use here. Now, in the back story. Zetta is a little bastard. Surely it's reasonable. That effort was not appreciated at all by me, considering that there was not even evidence that we had did anything. I killed Galados! I! And now I'm going to kill this freak too. You're going to do a good murder! It literally attacked you when you first met. I think it's you, considering that you create it by littering. I'm still
trying to work on the logistics of hell that still works three years later, but whatever. You don't have a U in your name! Pure garbo. I've never really thanked me though. If there's anything, you've punished me for it. Oh, here comes the rant fuel.I can feel the anger swelling in me!
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHBB!!!BBBBBAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
It's a thing! Would you like to briefly summarize the Goldenwood Forest and our hero? I admit that Garbodor was there at the time and Melia said the spoiler was fighting that: here is a scene of Garbodor appearing in time to assume melia to leave Zetta. I'll give it that much. Still, I couldn't believe how it's still fighting the beaten Pokemon. But I was young and not full of hatred at the time. Why did you need it when you literally needed all
the people following lift Pokemon?After defeating it in battle? Rift Galados has been confirmed as the weakest dimensional lift monster ever encountered. It's not literally a real Galados. Just a few magics fused into one twisted faximile. So why does it survive the fight when no other stronger lift Pokemon did? It also gives me praise for using faximile correctly. Why speak for me like that! But it's not my thing, it's never. Hell by all right
should I be you and your Venham hero, but do I ever get thanks? Amber gave it to me as easily as you can, but you two. Well, that was a rant. I hope you enjoyed my outing. I'd like to say it won't happen again, but we all know it's going to be a big lie. The game just likes to press my massive button. Oh... Ohohohohohoh.. If someone finds a diary detailing just how to do it! I really get a choice? Well, I think Garbodor will soon become
Garbo No more! Please let me think of a better one-liner. I think the time will come when I will take out the trash can. It's too cli climarist. Garbage Day? I don't feel right. Oh, my god I hit the wrong answer. No! No! No! I Wanted To Kill Goddammit!!!! Rishit Shaun! AAARRRRRGGHHhhhhhh!!!! ... I lost it. Usually I make a reboot, but the last thing I saved was before I went past . . yes. I don't want to re-experience infinite nage again, thank
you. Fuck. Just it all. Oh,. Don't sound like you're doing me a favor, you skunk. I've found it in the basement in the past. And Madame X time traveled to the room and apparently stole another book from me who was claiming someone as the savior of the world. In other games, I suppose it was me, but I've ever learned my lesson. So congratulations on saving the world in advance, I guess. Veronica, there are more wrong things in this
world than right things. Sesto Desore. And will Sean be grateful for bringing this perfection? I'm not be sure! Everyone! Oh, for fuck!!!! Why do you keep assuming that this game is a tard of sagging jaws!?!? I literally read that it was possible in the previous chapter book! I think this is the first time I've actually cut something with this sword. Yes... Do we put our hands together to pray gay away?evil because I couldn't find anything that
rhymed with reasonable prayer in this context. I can probably understand it, but again I'm probably not the one being asked. Jesus... That's what she's asking Veronica. How desperate is she to fix Gervodor?!?!? What does my God admit! You are as thick as pig sit and veronica. Like all the other moments, oh!? If Jan tries to look like Veronica, I'm actually going to hunt him down and cut off his ears. I don't know why his ears, but I swear
I'll do it. When was it?-- The only time they were together was when you fighted me and Melia, and when Saki left after you hugged her unconscious body. ... When I think about it later, I know that leaving Melia's unconscious body with you was a bad idea not to have witnesses. Oh well. Do not turn off the skin on the back. And why were you going through her diary? Saki is rich as a. If Melia wasn't unemployed, you would be the poorest
of all your friends. Imagine someone actually saying, I wish Saki were here. After all, I'd probably prefer her company to Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dam here. Excuse me, are you a strange child who built a snag machine in a cave in a scrap box or something to its effect? Everyone would get worse working for that fool's organization. Saki has a type, doesn't she? I'm glad to contribute to something once. Even if it is functioning as a
glorious text message. And Veronica went to get Eric, who had previously remained and trusted a complete stranger to solve the problem for him. Embarrassingly, like Shadow Pokemon, couldn't throw a dimension pokemon into that secret spring? It will probably pollute spring and turn normal Pokemon into shadow ones. If you let Sean do it, you can do anything! Yes, I'm not wasting a free Premier Ball on this thing. I wanted him to die in
the first place. Somehow they can't register as trainers. And God forbids us to break the don't be a thief barrier. I can see it now. When that barrier comes down, the confusion is released. Trainers will instantly tele report and lose the ability to deflect Pokeball aimed at their Pokemon, Veronica steals even more Harrizard and other scary things I can't make up correctlywill happen. Then the beast ball?I've never played the sun and moon,
but there was nothing about Ultra Beast being a Pokemon from another dimension? Strange requirements to have.So does it use bomb energy to play itself? So, it powered itself like an engine? Well, at least it tried to power himself by draining his vitality instead of using a canon. ... Go, I'd like it to do it instead. If it had actively killed someone, I wouldn't have to save it. And Melia doesn't choose it over canon. ... I think. What I'm saying is
that every group of friends she inserts herself into collapses one way or the other. Soon she will replace Canon, just like Len, Venham, Val and Aerita. This girl is a heartless monster. Melia and Venham have something in common. Always drain my victory of any real sense of accomplishment. Always drain me out of any pleasure. They are basically dementia at this point. Just pretending to be a teen girl, but there's a chance that you'll
backfire and kill everyone except Gervodor and me, right? Then we don't have any other choice Hey Sean I think we have to ;) thanks for all the work you two guys made me sick. Right you're a dynasty of diarrhea. It's time for cleasing. Hopefully one of the breeds of religious genocide, as well as soap bubble one. Oh, here we go again. Son of a bitch! Hmm, I forgot everything about that. Well, this is much easier now. Still Bombadier
might get a good hit before I switch him. Oh Gervodor! . Literally! Ahahahahahahahahahahaha! Ha! Did it do it? Well, I think all dogs it's a day. Oh, I completely forgot that you had it! Uu ugugugugufu field poison grounded Pokemon. Well... Bondadier, it was an honor to blow things up with you. I really hate this thing. ... Well, it was upset. And after I've already defeated it without death before. But I don't want to throw out Rose this time. I
don't want to risk killing her with a blow because it's broken this thing. -BOOM- I love that move. In particular, it was combined with no guard. Yes. Suffocate on your own filth, you.stupid cretin! I don't have to take grammar lessons from the head like you, blaster!I healed you the field is trying to poison you again and I'll be wasting both the turn and the item. So figuratively suck it off and cut off the nuts of this thing! Just chop everywhere!
Wow, you're amazingly resistant. It's strange to think that turntonators and Machmps have the same special D. You'd be made of something stronger than I thought, meethead! ... I now see that this is a bucket, not my trash can. My waste basket with thousands of small holes in it. ... It's never over, is it? That's great. You did a great job, blaster! Exactly... Just do it. I have a plan. Oh, I forgot that this thing had grass movement. Oops. ...
Please use the ice beam again. Look! See. Everything went according to my plan! (Hoo O lee ii that was very lucky) and come back. Yes it's time for Verlen to take revenge, you just go ahead and stay there. You...... You're a fermentation friend! It's perfect to get free field healing while Garbodor is still frozen. Mom, send it home crying to Varen! and we should make this a massacre because it's Melia! I think it's better to give her another
ether. Oh! It was a long chain of uninteresting superpowers! You probably won't need you for a long time, after this anyway. Look. It also sounds like you're starting to like to fight for me. What happened to me being a stinky human being? I always come out of things that smell like roses! That's how bad I smell. Please tell me about it. Oh, this is not this line again for. When the task became infinitely difficult, that saying wouldn't work! Does
that mean we had to beat two birds with one stone? Here's one time I won't laugh at you for it. Oh, let's forget that Melia's brain stopped for a few seconds. Who's okay? It has not changed to paralysis Imaishi, isn't it? Oh, that was the purpose of the man bag you had previously carried. So, don't you have constantly off-screen slaves carrying all your things? I've never seen them carry anything. Separate from the weight of the combination
of their failures, it is I'll give it a try.I'm a little more creative than that Eric. At least call it that sulfur smoke or that multi-mist. Sigh. Just put an end to my suffering. ... Oh. Right. Immortality. My immortal. Immortals that prevent me from dying. Right. No. Melia didn't do anything, Venham beat the scientists after I already did. Without a doubt, Eric was a little useful to contain it. This whole game feels like one big group project. I do all the work
and where others still get good grades. And because I slipped and pressed the wrong button .. I would have just been okay with killing explosives. And they hugged each other. Disgusting. Mother. Good luck getting credit for helping, Eric. I have been barking at the tree for years. I'm even lucky to receive a nod of gratitude. It is very low that none of our sprites are considered to be able to move their heads independently. ... Oh, you,
Melia. I kindly gave up on caring for one myself. Those goggles were from when I learned how to swim at 9 or 10 years old. So yes. A small contraction for my huge adult head. I've always found that fire is a very good way to purify things. It worked wonders in terrajuma after all. Eric will look away dramatically for some reason. After all, you need more HM privileges. Because for some reason the only people who are restricted by them
are me and Aerita. Do you want to wait for us to cross the Aquamarine Caves with only one gym badge before we leave for Calatos? The plot hole has been retracted. What do we appreciate again? If so, I'll beat it to lukewarm pulp. Then pour bleach on it. Excuse me, but did you agree with Melia? No matter how right she is. And he went away. I'm sure someone will soon force us something new, Veronica. Don't so hard for more Ijime.
And if you call him Bratt again, I'm going to sing you. I suppose the good idea you're referring to is that I'm slaping Veronica. I'm glad you approved that I hit her. About the time you did something I agreed to. I'm going to hit you second hard you give me a chance. What a day it was! Heaven. Again. And once again, I am God. Canon, why do you keep looking for Satan every time we wake you up and say we're in heaven? I was actually
the one who saved him, and I was ramping as God a few seconds ago. And because I suppose you see me as a god-like figure as many others do soon. ... Very soon .. I just said!?? IMMA Beats Her!?!?! Violence solves everything! Welcome! We are over-population, laws that do not apply if you are rich enough, everyone has some form of (self-diagnosed) mental illnessTwitter! Hope to have fun before it all becomes too stupid, we will
be troubled by the holy light of God. Please explain the reason to the rest of us as well. Do you actually have an explanation, or are you doing that to praise someone with meaningless streaks and then change the subject? Literally no one seemed to benefit. Eric would have had this in his hand, it wasn't because of her interference. Huh. A big surprise there. Are you sure Venham will win the Melia Bowl? Hmmmm... Oh, my Good. Here's
a better idea, gang?...! Is that true? What I understand is that Melia has many Divine assumptions about how God thinks and acts. I can't wait to see it explode in her face. Just like that bomb was a few chapters ago. Man... It was a good reseorry. Didn't you believe in the game when the green fog filter was raised? I'm the one who decides that Missy! ... ... ... ... No. I think the game is still going. Hey. Yes, kill her Karina do Iiyitt! That's
what I like to see! That might be it. That's very worrying. Yes, how do you prevent these two nasty teenagers from detonating thousands of bombs? In fact, we're talking about people as. You get one. The last chance not to make me angry. Don't test me with your BRAT comment again, you got it!?! Good! Ahem. Everyone should ignore it. Like you, when I do terrible things, you always do. I'm not. I had nothing to do with it. In fact, you
really need to thank me for sailing your yacht here safely. If I didn't intervene, you would save it from the bottom of the harbor! B Idiot, I didn't want you to kick me in the head or something. Yeah. Just pulling three people from ladies and gentle people will make you right. Your city, eh? Oh, thank you to the angels. My heart can rest in peace now. Oh, Buii Ii Ii. This sounds like a prelude to our next big adventure! It's only been two minutes
since we sorted out the last crisis. ... Who is reporting these things to you? It is doubtful. But there could be any number of reasons for that .1 for a very ambitious serial killer. But I think this game is going to go that far. I can actually draw Veronica being navigated to a serial killer, but it's a race with time to save her. IAll you have to do to seduce her is shake a hot meal on her face, veronica because she was caught. Bet she still doesn't
say thank you after she saves her as well. The killers make furniture from their remains IKEA furniture! Yes... It sounds like there is a wild medusa walking around the dark alleys of Grand Dream City! You're really a useful addition to Sean Squad. Is Medusa shiny? Thanks. You're comfortable allowing us to rush straight into certain dangers. Oi! Just because we don't have a plan doesn't mean someone will do the first they suggest to us!
Not sure much about it, they haven't improved the combat animation from X&amp;Y yet, but it looks impressive enough. But I don't have a switch. Really a moot point. This is the worst kind of democracy. Everyone votes against me. You don't even need to get a vote! I'm not going to take the train for at least a month. You could say that instead of turning around and trying to be cool. What a lovely woman she is! I liked the part where she
hit Melia, or there's wet cement and a lot of drunks in the city. I understood! It was a mu-two and a mu-mu from the first Pokemon movie. Each of those people jumped in front of a spiritual attack to stop the horrific violence. Probably shout: Pokemon is not something to fight! Life is not worth more? I am very grateful that I am not allowed to agency or my will. Ah yes that's true. Well even so. Don't tell me what my business is. Oh, my God,
unless you want to lose 97% of the fighting power of our little group, you seem to have no choice but to wait for me. Joy. The adventure of another small group. Does anyone else remember when I met a new person? Glad, my friend. 16 or so Melia &amp; Venham free chapters in front of us! After Eric, I'm going to go on holiday. Next time I'll see Eric's inevitable beatdown! By the way, Aerita is still in a coma after the adventure of Garfa
Dungeon under Karato. If you wanted, remember that sad memory. Bombardier almost brought a few drops of tears from me. So when Snakewood Log Number 7?But it's not any more. :( Ah, Defog. I didn't know how pointless it was until I finally played Gen 4 myself. That's why it's useless. It hurts, Miss Click sucks. But if you say no, what really happened? Oh, RIP Bombardier. It was very lucky until it was no longer so. I also enjoyed
melia muttering. But I'm going to enjoy not having her or Venham much. Then the beast ball?I've never played the sun and moon, but there was nothing about Ultra Beast being a Pokemon from another dimension? My personal favorite is Guz Road, it was created by an unknown incident at a power plant in the parallel Arora region. There is nothing you can't eat, and you digest it with 100% efficiency. By the time you see the universe in
your hometown, the human race will evacuate the earth, and the man to the left will tell you that he is running out of food and lying down. Now, when you come across this thing, it weighs 1957 pounds and it is dangerously low weight for these things, and yes, at least four individuals encounter and are mentioned in the game. It is also the only Pokemon that not only killed people, but was also confirmed to be killed by law enforcement to
protect people. To be honest, I started tuning Veronica a while ago. But I have to comment on how Yang somehow thought it was a good idea to give her a line similar to the one that pushed the modern Patrick Star over the edge for so many people, but you can't always expect my usual brand of stupidity. I like to mix it up to keep you on your toes. Yes, to say that the waste of your useless space is a complete waste of space on purpose
is going to make her more adorable in defiance. Now obviously I'm thinking too much of it and she's probably just trying to look smarter, she's actually there, but I thought it would be fun and it was. I love the way Melia throws you at things. But as I deceived the whole team without effort, to be fair, I'll slide it for now as it was a smart move. A very annoying move, but still a smart one. The real question is why one of them didn't help you.
But to be honest, we all know that the worse part is that they are trying to try and you are going to train Garbodor. Some of me want the goddess of the universe to get angry, but another wants to see how ridiculous and unrealistic her plan is at first. This came to mind when I thought of Madame X, but I was no longer so sure. But it may be suitable for furious days and months. It just looked like an edge enough to work. Thread Starter
Thread Starter 767 Spoiler: Chapter 86 - You're a Sanders Truck! (Eric Jim Battle) We all know what you're doing hereRight! Thrilling conclusion to the saga.I finally got that new chair! A moment of silence for the last capture of the first part Tw-Ah waiting. It was Bon Bon. Don't worry about it then. Let's do whatever Grenadeah or his name fades into ambiguity. I would say after all you did to save the area, people will probably give you the
crown. By the way, Aerita is still in a coma after the adventure of Garfa Dungeon under Karato. If you wanted, remember that sad memory. Bombardier almost brought a few drops of tears from me. So when Snakewood Log Number 7? You want them to look like they have a choice. Anyway who knows? Why do you think I've been forgotten? I think I'll continue my comment streak! :( Ah, Defog. I didn't know how pointless it was until I
finally played Gen 4 myself. That's why it's useless. It hurts, Miss Click sucks. But if you say no, what really happened? Oh, RIP Bombardier. It was very lucky until it was no longer so. I also enjoyed melia muttering. But I'm going to enjoy not having her or Venham much. This site doesn't get as many comments on average as other sites. You'll probably need to back up the numbers. But thanks for continuing the comment! Because we
are brave or something. Garbodor dies and Melia is sad. It was once that my choice was able to have a good ending for me! There are a few things that have an unknown fundamental difference from Pokemon that require a beast ball, but more plot-related stuff can be caught with a regular pork ball, but it may be because it wasn't confirmed as an RB until the ultra game. My personal favorite is Guz Road, it was created by an unknown
incident at a power plant in the parallel Arora region. There is nothing you can't eat, and you digest it with 100% efficiency. By the time you see the universe in your hometown, the human race will evacuate the earth, and the man to the left will tell you that he is running out of food and lying down. Now, when you come across this thing, it weighs 1957 pounds and it weighs dangerously for these things, so yes,At least four people have
encountered and mentioned in the game. It is also the only Pokemon that not only killed people, but was also confirmed to be killed by law enforcement to protect people. I see... Do they have anything to do with the upheaval this game continues to mention? The shift to 3-D definitely made Pokemon super dark.Gaz Road has by far the best backstory (but have you heard the screams of anime? When I was young, I was a big fan of the
game Oktomi, and I liked bamboo spaceships and myths. To be honest, I started tuning Veronica a while ago. But I have to comment on how Yang somehow thought it was a good idea to give her a line similar to the one that pushed the modern Patrick Star over the edge for so many people, but you can't always expect my usual brand of stupidity. I like to mix it up to keep you on your toes. Yes, to say that the waste of your useless space
is a complete waste of space on purpose is going to make her more adorable in defiance. Now obviously I'm thinking too much of it and she's probably just trying to look smarter, she's actually there, but I thought it would be fun and it was. I love the way Melia throws you at things. But as I deceived the whole team without effort, to be fair, I'll slide it for now as it was a smart move. A very annoying move, but still a smart one. The real
question is why one of them didn't help you. But to be honest, we all know that the worse part is that they are trying to try and you are going to train Garbodor. Some of me want the goddess of the universe to get angry, but another wants to see how ridiculous and unrealistic her plan is at first. This came to mind when I thought of Madame X, but I was no longer so sure. But it may be suitable for furious days and months. It just looked like
an edge enough to work. If only my tuning-out technique didn't suck. Instead of the sound of the sea, two cats are fighting it is slightly better than listening to her next statement. Maybe she's going to be adorable in the end, but who knows if I accept it? Melia is secretly an evil. She knows that I beat the from what I aim for (or to me) and she's pretty banking me carrying her sorry ass to the finish line. Oh, they're not. It is now put in a
healing tube or something. Plus I I don't want it. She had no plans. I've never brought it up again. All that's missing is that the harpsy notes are clinging to the background. This was what I always thought would be Madame X's song to the main character myself. All right... I took down the sewer gang, so they can all take a shower. What I promise to do when I beat Eric, I sew Hehe. Now, back to the bid.someone is good for the electric
gym.Mamos wine will be very useful. I have to jump on a little Sheridan to teach Tuskpower, but it's not a big deal. I'll bring Damokles too. That silent is pretty tough after all. ... Yeah. There's nothing yet. You must love quiet compliance. It's a wonderful change from the rest of them that eats melia, freezes the world, and bleeds into my ears like, Don't you use me too much anymore? Eric, of course, brings the coyote together because he
does so, so Eric has a wash rotom. The leader team of these fan games gyms is not so hard to grasp for the most part. You need to see what type they are and how they cover their type of weakness. I'm going to predict about his team here and he's going to have a wash lotom because he can compete against the type of ground and is generally Ijime. Perhaps the eleketros are also. Ijime than only Pokemon Wash Rotom. Why does it
look like the only Pokemon that doesn't have weaknesses? Obviously there's no point in me to come up with it. Maagne Zone? It also has a sturdy one. He can also run Arolang Golem on me. Hmmmm... The last two emographs would be too weak for him to use at that level? He can use Ampalos. Then that would make sense. Or instead of emogra .Lanturn? I'm based only one on him who has a bully's water field to boost himself just as
Barry did for her langlant. But I said Ijime Waterfield if I froze. He's pent a hard time, so there's a possibility of Mega Ampalos. ... Unless it's a factory field. Then. Just. Well, you're not. I need a shower. Massacre... Yes, you'll do well! Er... I'm not going to do that in that sense in a way like, So let's spill him. The last thing I want is to lose another battle type. ... Well, it's not Laast's, but it's . Near the seventh?now I just need Suracos, Baby,
Raikou, Lei Romano and we have a movie on our own! Let's take a look at what you pass for gym puzzles in these parts. But I was right about the water field! What I can't deal with is why there is all this water here! Is it like water under the building? It's hard to put into words! Where do these waterfalls come from? What do you know? They speak a thousand words! See. The surface of the sea doesn't make sense! Maybe you were wrong
about having a gym puzzle? Huh. There are also attachments to push.Get out of the water. That's a nice touch. Well, I suppose it's what Yang intended them to do. Or this whole island magically appeared out of nowhere. I think something strange has happened. It is strange to find magic in such an industrial place. Yes Eric, the mer little voice. I've played six generations of Pokemon in the electric gym. (I don't have Yot, so I understand
5). Shocking as a surprise, but also a sense of excitement, as well as elect electrical currents like real electricity! IT has been. Complete. Let's finish this so that I can already take a shower. Then you shouldn't take too long. Don't worry, Eric. I'll be calm. No. No, I'm not an Aaf. Why did you say that? I can almost see the title of Pornhub now. I have the usual inappropriate musical accompaniment. Someone please explain the drill horn to
me. Is he a devil boy? God, this is there with a strange hairstyle. This game doesn't have a lot of them! And one final thing to point out is, why do these leaders have side jobs?!? It is Amalia Black who pays you with real peanuts!?!? God, it's no wonder this area has gone to hell! I didn't expect Lychu. They're not so stro--oh. That's a new one, isn't it? (Well three years ago new) Aroran Lychu.. Electric/Psy kick? It's not part of the fairy
anyway. Well, I don't want that. This type of matchup is already in Eric's favor. AW. I just remembered that the movement of the ground is quite intensely nervous in the water. I can freeze the field, but then the earthquake would break it. Ugh. I must then save it for near the end of the battle. Damokles miight is fine with at least the power of the earth. Hmmmm... I avoid boosts for now and see how much damage a normal brick break does
to the magnet zone. Chira's up-and-next blizzard and snow warning should kill it as well. Oh, why almost all Pokemon can learn that God's movements!?!? It's a fight move!?!? Also, I've actually did math and 24.7% of Pokemon can learn focus blasting. Now, it's not almost every as I said, but it's still just 200!... Pokemon! the guy. He's not called. People should know the facts of these focus blasts. Hey! Nice enough to knock him out in this
blizzard! Hail will get him. As long as this signal beam is aimed at rose. Oh, that's it! It's great that Rose is hurt, but it's great to hear my tough little murder Drago-OH GOD NO!... What the hell is that?Are you dealing with these attacks? Focus blasting that crushed the tyrer mostly, but not the same, and also the signal beam that was not very effective yet Rose lost a good 2/3 of her HP!? That's it. Is this the power of unpaid internships!?!?
Well, at least it's scrapped now. Hey! Amphalos! Amphalos, I'm not. I was right. He's doing it. A good show. Now I can destroy both! She stole your ability! I think that it is all right to aim at m. After all, I don't want my dear sweet rose to have blood on her Talon!... Well... A deadly amount of blood! He doesn't have them. All he has is an order to take both out with a blizzard and not an ice beam! And it was the first mega evolution of the
game! Just as the concept is abandoned to the shape of the region! I must remember you. Rose. ... You are a big cryba worm, too. Do you really need to make him worse? Me and Tyrah love to aggravate each other up to the point of murder. Oh. So I did .hey, look it's Damocles! The good thing is that I replaced the chira. Now he may be a murder psychopath, but he is my killing psychopath. No, you see those anti-assist grants crossed
me?!? God... I think he's good at it only for the first 30 seconds. A typical virgin, everyone in Amirgito!?! Everyone!. Amylite ?!? - ... God, I just had to get stuck in Buzzkill. Caesar would have laughed. Spoiler: By the fireplace: Caesar Spaghetti Humor aside, what a stroke of good luck they both aimed at The Thriller! But that's not a big deal. The movement you may remember from Angie's fight will increase his speed in this area! There
was a lot of red aura and Veronica screaming in my ear. From no more focus blasting, you bitch! Goodbye Surfboard Lychu! And so is the job bar. Now we have to deal with Mr. I look like a fish condom from hell, but I'm not even special? MrOh shut up, you paralyzed my Shiftry. Does a complete healing wait to cure asthma? D- Has anyone tried these before to humans? Will you kill it for me? The only person who understands that Chira
kills them means to zero their HP!?!? Well, at least it wasn't an ice beam. Oh, this. When my Pokemon is level 60, I don't have a full restore yet, so you might as well go back! Eurog. This is not a very good matchup. Neither of these freak shows will be affected by ground movement. And it's great. It's back to full health now. I think I have to rely on using OTHER secondary typing! I don't have an image. But he missed it. If this elephant
eejit is any sign, the mammoth has clearly become extinct for a reason! You have fangs! How can I tell you to dodge your fat ass? You weigh like 5000KG! . I'm looking for it! Uh... It doesn't prove anything! Well-made Damokles. ... I think you're right. We lost our cool there. By the way, good wording. Oh, who cares? Thanks to the gentle mediation of Damokles, why did you have to say Alwa- Neu woo woo woo woouuu why you commit
Molen!!!! MYYYYYOOOOYYYYYYYYYY!!!!! Why is ?!! He was the only Pokemon who didn't give me a backtalk! Well, you'll probably die. Electivia uses fire punch. I missed both the text and animation for it, so here's the edited scene. Well, I'd like to make the gym fight a little more exciting. ... Except for me, the right tusk? old buddy, old buddies? I thought you'd say it.you're Elephantine BITC - yes, it's great, but get hell out of the field so
That Rose can scrap this washing machine. I have not lost two ground types today. Even if you're a bastard. And now it's over! What a victory! Huh. Eric is obviously Jewish. ... Some pretty impressive offensive insults come to mind now about Hitler and get a very badly thought out tattoo. But I'm going to choke that I'm incredibly angry about losing GOOD Pokemon in a exchange exchange. Please. For god's love, GYM and my first GYM
fight ended in a loss foreed. I don't want people who think I lost Pokemon during someone's first fight! Everyone sucks when they fight me. MeaningNever lose. And I'll never. ... Not at all. And it's not me to forewarn what's going on with the Pride Cam before autumn plot point. I'll never lose. Haza! 8th-9th?Jim Badge! I've really forgotten what number I'm at this point. Why doesn't Melia have to do this too? It is no more a whole option of
YOLOAOOOOOOOAOAOAAO because it taught me to fall on my sword like my master teacher (it lives again and again and again and again and again. Shame I don't have HM. It's a really sorry that all back tracking is planned. Now this is a decent reward. It's not Thunderbolt, but its movement is over-appreciated anyway. The Journey of Melia. I really don't know the I should have been trying personally in this game. Why do I obviously
find out what can disappear into my atom and get over being melted by lava? That's it. Good luck or something? But I think you might be a minor character. Well, that was obvious from the first time we met. That's because you have a penis. The roster of this game is obviously big enough for very few wieners. Sayanara Eric, are we going to see each other again someday? Psshhhh, yes right. And I'll join Interpol and fight a big fiery
Beyblade in some dam cave with an edgy name! Take a shower and wash away the stench of death and sewage - the power plant is taking a shower, right? So I don't know what to tell y-OH NO! Yeah! Spoiler: I can see the future! That's the best of my ex-eerie attentive attention. This should be worth the laugh. And seriously? What did it take so long to get from Sheridan to the town of Christine? Why don't you cool it down? I don't think
it's very appropriate to call Erdest a child. Or me. Or blame me instead of blaming me for putting her on that popsicle (with the needless help of Cleese) in the first place! Oh, God in January!I had some mood to kill snattans! Oh, psh. I've done much worse than freezing some women. Wait, no! Admit strange things. Certainly, you think no one can hear you now. But I'm guessing about the four weeks you took to get here, you might put a
few pounds from eating ice cream and crying. Gamers stand up now. Women need our help. After all, how will Angie learn to love me? She is an indoliad who fused with some women. But it seems to have been all that upset her? In this vision, how did you see the bat metal reference?!? She is in that cute awakened state of mind. Let's take care of it while we can. It's 2525 now. Man is still alive. The woman survives. Zagger and Evans
didn't worry about anything. Oh, she was caused! So I just made a trigger meme - Angie Trigger - Hahahaha. Who seriously writes that garbage? Huh. I think you're either red or your death. Serra may rush and want to decide which one she is. Oh, she's overreacting again Serra, half horrible, half sick of Angie's. What do you look like as a redhead? All I have is this stupid book that doesn't do. Good ol'excitement round of absolute
collapse!' One month's bout?half a month? Plan behind all of you. Why did she take over Christine and pretend to be the leader of the ice gym? What was its purpose? I was killed by you for a slight problem. You are a very bad boss, Angie, that's what I'm saying. No one should follow you of their own free will, it just doesn't make sense. The winks, the winks, the nudges, the nudges, the nudges, the nudges, the ones I'm getting from this.
You may be wrong. Could it be right and would it mean that their relationship is a parallel line between Veronica and Melia? I've literally never seen Melia fighting someone alone. Well good luck to them. I'm not going back to help. Why is that? Some wandering trainers showed up, so did you wander around again after freezing you in the ice? How many crazy women do you have to keep away from that girl? Ufufu. Oh! Don't worry ???!
Must be her pet frills! - You know you've heard regis screams? - Yes, but the audience didn't!I'm better not sick. ... Do the anime clithes do anything for you? ... Another thing is, I know somehow that NIM is actually alive?...! Bleh. And Sean was punished for actually getting sick and sneezing on the anime. Does anyone else get a broken image and reload the page just to know that they're working fine? Oh, ice age. Even through the
sequel, I still loved Scrato sorry. Ikes, it's too close! I like that psycho. No, Damokles! :( oh, I think you were referring to Angie coming back before, and I totally forgot. Ugukha. Poor Damokles, he was the best cradle I've seen in NuzRock, he didn't want to die as he was only a cradle, but with details and Serra messed up her anger and gave her the wrong element, I'm sure I don't ever have the horrible repercussions of spending a week
reading this run from beginning to end. God, I'm not here. There is not enough editing in the world to save this game from itself. Thread Starter Thread Starter 771 Spoiler: Chapter 87 - West Side Story rests my terracotta warrior in peace. Thank you, Professor Alena? I never seem to pick you over Caesar or Coyote when I want a type of grass. There is only one remaining in the Hoo Cemetery. Is there a prize to fill the whole box? Even
through the sequel, I still loved Scrato sorry. Ikes, it's too close! I like that psycho. No, Damokles! :( oh, I think you were referring to Angie coming back before, and I totally forgot. Ugukha. I stopped after Ice Age 2. Didn't Skrato get a girlfriend who was using him for his nuts?... Wow, it sounded right and even wrong. If he were to die by Eric, I would be very angry. In the end, he beat the sun once. He should not die of anything less than
neclozoma. He was very easy to write! Now I need to find some other ground type to take his place. Hopefully it's not that assy mammoth wine. I never remember what I wrote myself. It's like a bonus because I can laugh at my jokes when I read back. Poor Damokles, he was the best cradle I've seen in NuzRock, he was also the only cradler, but the details and Sera didn't want to die like an angry messAnd gave her the wrong element,
I'm sure he would have no horrible repercussions of being one of the unexpected good 'uns. And he didn't. Snakewood that interns don't have? Please don't bring it up. Honestly, I don't know how Angie can think of her as a strange fusion woman. I just spent all the week reading this run from beginning to end and all I can say is Melia and Yang to write an intolerant person like hewo in his super crappy area. God, I'm not here. There is not
enough editing in the world to save this game from itself. Wow, you went in the same way that I had finished this chapter. Nice timing! It was a complete Ijime. But in his defense (and as much as physically saying it is physically painful), Yang later got better and re-wrote a good portion of people's characters, so they're not much when they meet them. But since I started the 6 update, no one has yet happened for me in being their terrible
slea. So basically there are two canon beginnings right now. The game is now updated and rewritten and Nuzlocke runs where they are still pretty. Well, it was a very short cold opening, but who cares? That's exactly what you're thinking!... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... For HM! Why are you looking at me so quickly? You were in West Gear Run at the time. Now I need to travel to Fax Tick whenever I want to use you. I'm not too upset because this
is never really I'm surprised that other Pokemon would want to play with pity. I take a bi barrel named after a meme that no one has felt interesting for more than 15 years. Ta'ank You Y-Yes! Perhaps there is still hope for me? Bwahahahahahaha! If I have any more useless Pokemon, you'll know first. Well, what do we have here!?!? If I remember the right thing, I actually found her in this town. So it doesn't technically give her up. In
addition to the only reason I took Skitles, I was a sucker for the sad abandoned Pokemon of the time. But now that I'm mean, I don't care anymore. ... It's called Rose. Have you ever actually seen this cat wake up? I can see it breathing, but I've literally never seen it move. Sure, Grandma. I can't imagine what my life would be like without Skittles and pity. Or can I?... No! Now, where are you going!... And I mean it literally because I don't
have the power of fly or melia scammers. How about starting here?Then. I didn't explore this place yet. I went straight to the gym and went to the shower, so I washed all the sewage and shed tears that irritated me from that little adventure in the sewer. Oh Christ. Saki lives in real estate in the middle of the city and Amber lives in Manor next to the holiday resort. Why do I get stuck in a poor girl?fuck off kid! You don't know what you want.
Well, you see that there was an evil Goth woman who kidnapped her and her huge spider machine from the volcano. yes, he didn't believe me. Hell I didn't even believe me. When I try to explain the events of my life, people always call me insane asylum. But they don't even believe me. They hardly believe me, so I think I'm actually the most sally person to exist. ... Well. What the hell is it that actually locks their doors with the people in
this game? My pre-substitute flame has entered remission before! It can't be much cooler than that! or now I think about it public. There's not even a gate on the premises. I'm sure the local police won't. I wonder if Amalia Black is dealing with nearly half of all her leaders missing? Does it have some disastrous consequences in the future? Good point. But he also makes a good point. And his point comes with a bag of gold. So isn't he the
most correct? Outside of Washington, amylite? Maybe I have to stick to evil stood-alone jokes and I'm not even about a government that isn't represented. If you count the national obvious scientists over there, there are four men hanging around Saki's vacant house. I'm beginning to think I should call someone. Well. I'm Saki. She can afford to be a thief. If she cares so much, she'll hire a better security and house sitter. Chapter 1 To the
Future Sean: Stop Oreshad Gack for God's Love! It's much better than what I thought was strange noise from the computer. I'm really glad I don't have to solve that problem. Ugh! They are not cartoons, mom! Please turn down your. ... And get a girlfriend. Oh, I bet. More and more I delve into this polygon quest and more and more it seems like I'm doing one. What is it in this house with huge windows?!?? As long as you go home, it's not
bad.If you permanently ignore the cloudy sky, the closeness to the sturdy electrical equipment, living under the thumbs of Blakeorys. Oh, an open sewer 20 feet from your front door. Well, this is not my house right now. ... Maybe the house I saw in my cress moon dream after my cremation was my one? Eventually... Speaking of looking for things .. Can I fish in these waters? There's nothing to chew on. And I tried a lot of time before this
photo. Well, it's a bust. Probably in the tall grass outside my house? That's right. Well, it's the northern part of town where it was made. I think we'll explore the south part of town. After all, that's where most of the is. Isn't this so? I've heard that there is a booming sculpture business there. They produce so many statues and why they keep them scattered! And for people who have already played the game before me. Yang got rid of the
honey thief's side quest that was here before, so it's not worth seeing there anymore. Oh hey, this place seems interesting! Barrier !!!! Fatal. This would be a good move for you, Rose, but I think I'll stick to switching between poison jabs and brick breaks in the fourth slot. Exactly. I can't imagine, but I'll send you out against any of them. The risk is too great. You are definitely my strongest, but you are also a massive emotional crutches,
and I would probably be very modest if something happened to you. That's why I like you Rose. Always a silver lining. Well, it's okay and the murder dragon's. And now, for this strange little hut next door. Museum. And that was the entrance of the employees. The entrance of an employee that employees can access only by passing through another unrelated building.A bit of a strange design choice there. Yes, many women like you have
that reaction when they see me - even more women have that reaction! Well, quite a few women who don't like to be told what to do at the door told me that it's still not zero. So how about touching that fossil, boys and girls? Still, who do you tuttle to? Puft. What is he going to do? Do you want to redesign all previous routes again so I'll have to backtrack again!?!? Hey. Yes, but you've left the door unlocked. In other words, it is off-limits
for those who catch it. Hey. I don't tolerate stealing from people and calling my friends right away. I will tolerate it only if it is for humorous reasons/revenge. ... Well, now we know thatThe purpose of this chapter is Toucha da fossils. Maybe if we drop the bucket gently on her head, can't she see me take it? Hell I need to stop forgetting this thing is see-through. ... She probably noticed the smell of McKinp vomit. ... I'd rather read the sign
thanks to myself. ass signs readers I believe I need to know their stupid opinions. It's okay, here. I think I'll just stick to the part that might be a plot related thanks. Spoiler: Lazy Friday afternoon at the museum starring Ben St. Tiller, is it an anagram? Meet the existentialists. So who will instigated those who believe in freedom? ... How do you hurry to sculpt? The ruins that Karen (hitting the insane witch woman) took those biker as in
Chapter 5. I didn't check, but it sounds right. I don't know what to do with this. So basically, it just has a half-formed donut on it right now? It will help explain why they have to go through the newsroom to reach at least the employee section. Who owns the news headquarters?... Tch. It's probably Break Orie again. Well, I think we just found our way to the Touchda Fossil. Next. I'll risk extreme emotional damage to myself next time. Was it
the strange smell of urine coming from the fountain? Is it because it is built in the burial site of the ancient Gardevoyerg? It may be better to call it quit. Before the Bounty Hunter comes for you. Uh... Sure, it's not just for the whole region, but for that one city? What is the future tournament of rumors? Surprisingly, I think narcissa of all people is the only original still doing her job on this island. And it's pretty scary, but this tournament
doesn't really tempt me, but y'know? Watch you fail, you're Primadonna! I didn't think it would survive it. What would I look like in Lifina's stats? Part-fairy. Unless you are somehow enhanced by moonlight like Sailor Moon.... Yes. Do you basically mean where you sat around P.C. eating my digital food for most of your time with me? Resting in peace against some random anyone, you son of a fan hand. Well, it sucked. He was a great
dexy killer. Now, prophet, it melts the brain. I don't care. II want it to be a burden on trainers and families for the life, okay? Sgu is pretty sure it is somewhere in China and not a name. Also, is optimist a trainer class now? , I'm not famous and I win every fight. What chance do you have? Ruin your life like you were struck on the wall? Maybe you'll be picked up by BuyBuzzfeed? Lying unconscious in the gutter. Oh, I have nothing like
assaulting an innocent woman basically to make my strange leaf tengu monster feel better about dying. Maybe it's a good thing I'm not the true hero of this story... and now place the coyote in the final resting place and claim my award. The award was depression. It's 30 Pokemon that lost this war on me now. Sigh...... I know my luck on public transportation. And this guy's approval sign. This train crashes, doesn't it? There is no such
thing as a continuing carnage. They all burn in front of the maydy dragons. ... I think Moutim's going to be okay. The train will take you wherever the truck is, and you'll The Molen. God hates this man so much because of what I was now just an innocent opinion. Well, I'm starting to think that this guy isn't really stupid, but is very, very susceptible to catchphrases and advertising campaigns. I think it's basically modern stupidity at the end of
the day. Where Your Dreams Become Reality It's a Good Catchphrase. I mean it's very easy to come up with the name of the city, but still .. Pretty convincing, politician. ... It was my attempt at a pretty sneaky, sith joke. Yes, I can't blame you if you never see this show again. No. The color of your hair will be different. And that's basically the only way I have from distinguishing everyone in these graphics. yes, it's welcome! It only alarms
what they can plot in the shadows. Who knows which ones plot badly what they can cook next? Spoiler: Well, I said badly? If so, I think Eric would have been eager to help save Garbodor. I thought the air conditioner would blow hot air out of the train? We don't have them in many houses in Ireland. Wait, what's going on?... Did this guy just save the whole train of off-screen people? Here's another story hero. You. I sleep with this heroic
man. He's good at it. ... In fact, did they come on a date because I'm sorry to sit at random and talk to you? yes, I just noticed them there. Who had a smart idea to have a picnic area here!?! Lucky I have this toy gravy hand to use as a back scratcher because it's cheap as a. Yabi You can't do this.How about one of my Pokemon burying the hachet on top of the candy to eat. Don't speak so loud! Oh, God, I'd rather talk to Them with Melia
instead of that wacky witch. How many of these stuff do I have?!?!!! Oh God Ah God Oh God. H-High Karen. Thank you for grabbing me in the middle of my thoughts. I came here right away when I saw you! I can't. I definitely cry again because I'm losing all the sensations in my arms. (Christ, what do I even say to this maniac? There is no corner here..? Please.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaaaaaaahahahhhHHHHHhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!!!!!hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh What.fuck is that!?!? Jesus is the one character I can't deal with. She is just as stupid as others, but unlike anyone else, there is a dangerous psychopath under stupidity. At least we don't have to deal with her again. Until then we randomly encounter her and she squeezes life from me. Young man, how many times do I
have to teach this lesson!? That's literally an improvement in from Karen! ... Oh haha. Is everyone in this town insane? West Gear Run is starting to look better at the Golden Leaf by comparison. Does Saki, who used to live here, have anything to do with this? Did she spike the water supply with cocaine and syrup? What happened off the gym leader didn't actually do some stupid doing his job? Hey me... Win. Oh wow, it's actually really
depressing. I have nothing in my life other than this vague goal of being the best. At least I can get a free drink by playing the I'm the most powerful person in this country, serve me or die card. And once I actually have the authority to do it rather than arrogance/intimidation! I don't know where you're getting the extra 7 from. He also competed in the Unova World Championships. Didn't you read Champion's Digest like me?... F? Well,,
Sherlock for the article. This execution is basically proof of that. I was probably a nice boy before the horrible happened to me!... Probably? No, you won't. you don't even know how it does damageThe <a0>T:System No one will. Or maybe there's a conspiracy going on behind the scenes that everyone does, but they don't tell me for some reason. I don't remember being actually mentioned, but it sounds familiar. I'm sorry for this woman.
Why would she know such personal details about a character we literally haven't seen in years? I'm not talking to these stupid NNCs anymore. I'm just going to find that jigli puff, steal those fossils and call it a day. I found that jigli puff. But I wish it were Crefair. They're better. That's 100% original in wacky what it does! Really you're a trainer trainer, I'll never talk to a random guy again. Also, this has a USB stick. Strange thing next to the
cabinet. What exactly is this white one? Oh well. It's better to chase the diglipaf. ... In fact Oh well someone should explain what they are. I've never seen a bottle shaped like a running track before. ... Peeka Boo! If you want to trauma your child, please show them two images. Boo Woo! Bloody Hell. Do I have to shulg this thing around the whole city? I will listen to you this once, but if I fall asleep, I must promise not to draw on my face.
Yes yes, keep singing on your strange marker/mic come - Come. Oh, he's taking a nap! The wrong side. ... BS. I'm hacking the mainframe! The graphics of this duck are terrible! To insert the title of the game you don't like, ????? But I'm going to take it anyway. You know that it's not really a very impressive skill. Pokeball can turn Pokemon into data very quickly for storage. Also, is this just a digimon? I'm never going to use you. Mostly
because I tend to stick to my favorites to avoid focus on characterizing. Also, because we spent two link stones to fully evolve. Something that other Pokemon in the world don't need. Maybe if I go to another evolution vendor, I'll evolve it. But it probably won't be long. Now, for precious fossils. I just need to find that diglipaf, and we're in. There's in that cotton candy. Oh. I just noticed after so many years of associating digri puffs with
cotton candy it's not reallyAfter Swarlicks was announced, my world was falling apart. Sing your people's songs, jigli puffs. Wait, why can't I take both? Also, why is this an option? In addition to my needs, this personally owned museum exceeds the needs of. Blake O'Lea! I'm not a fan of Amal and Aurols. As far as I'm concerned, those things may be glass. in the game Freak doesn't know who thought giving Pokemon Ice/Rock as typing
was a good idea. They are legitimately the worst type of of all of them. So I put my new T-Rex in my pocket and count my blessings when I chose the top shelf. ... How do I actually revive these in this game? Fufuo! She's taking a rest! I no more Haha! He's taking snooze! Yes, our action boys and girls. If I get off, I will take you with me. Hmm. Using my vast knowledge of the opposite sex, I can safely come to the conclusion that she is
upset. What about that? Who can tell ..? Oh yes, that's probably it. Having a handsome and mysterious thief will definitely care who sneaks in and steals some old bones. For what!?!? What you had in this crappy museum was the old Garban trash and megastone CARVINGS. It's not a real megastone. the!... sculptures! sculpture. You know that people literally turn into statues and there is a potential threat to planetary brewing in a castle
somewhere north?... Well, you probably don't know the second part of it, but the whole in this fossil literally doesn't seem to be a big thing for anyone. Therefore, I don't feel guilty at all. Do you know that there are no Fak Pokemon Centers throughout this city? What is the point of NurseJoy any more? That heaten. ... I hope that one of National Route 3 with the pleasure of a lonely nurse is still there. Well, what do I do now? Maybe Gigard
cells. or a fire starter. Hm. Bleep.... That is.. Like 4 p.m. Why is the sun rising? Wait a minute, I'll be back soon. I think I'll catch some weak Pokemon soon, so I might tell her this again. But you have to find that fuckTM. I could have already had it and swore. Well, let's go to the clumsy SiamEr... You are the daughter of a, I mean. Yes, it doesn't really work. You know that fake swipes actually feel like a much more cruel move than they
advertise. Imagine being hit by a 100% fatal blow that has forced you to survive? She looks like she wants to have a hard time. And now, along with all the bones of that body are broken, the current is passing through it. She's definitely at least a fighter. Embarrassing I probably won't use her in battle. Do you prefer loneliness? She'll get all the loneliness she needs in the box. I'm probably not going to use the same Pokemon I use in a
set-in alternative space reborn run. Oh, that's right. Nickname... Nickname... HHHHHHHRRRRRRRMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMmm. I am a genius. So I think the time will come when I will go to Grand Dream City with Melia and others and solve the mystery of the stone statue. ... ... ... He will hardly see you next time for Sean's Super Vacation where
he will be kicked out of every day!!! Last edit: Jun 16, 2020 So I've been reading for a while, and I just wanted to say yours is great. The award is not only for depression. You will also get cookies. The funny thing about Snakewood Log's comment, which followed in the footsteps of a much bigger man than me, is that Nuzlock of other snake trees I read was also using it as a starter, I didn't remember until you remembered its presence I've
ignored snake tree comments hey guys all over the place, Delcatti has gimmicks! Some random npc with starter sucker punch, I hope I don't have to give another eulogy for at least another part and half yes. You're a canon feed for Melia? It's strange to see a game like this where HM slaves are still useful. These new generations are starting to ruin us. Wow, you and Sean after one chapter are really syncing today! A sore, poor coyote.
And a poor PC box. This is certainly the saddest celebration (?:( Hmm, it must be smoke from the sewers that make everyone crazy. And Karen is just an extra dose of that madness. Yes, Cree Fairy is the best Gen 1 fairy'mon! More side quests?I'm 100% okay with it!Segment and that's all I'm saying. Karen is a level 100 creeper with butts hit subclass. Jesus H. Christ, she remembers Kefka. Run, run, or cheer up! Thread Starter Thread
Starter .778 Nuzlock has been cancelled forever!!!! Hey Howdy, my adorable audience. I'm missing an update recently? About three weeks ago I was injured (of course, I'm doing a heroic thing that's not such a stupid thing to fall off the stairs flight) and couldn't physically sit physically for long enough to edit/shoot photos for this run without actually being thought to be tossing myself. So rejuvenating is paused until mid-December, so I can
heal. The cancellation was obviously a little bit. I'll shoot down loads of chapters for a few weeks that I missed when good of course. You want to see me being kicked out of the window by Sakitron. Because I'm bored from my skull without anything to do. I thought I'm going to make another terrible mistake like starting another nuzlock. or at least record well for another. Because at least playing video games can be considered productive
in practice. There are no Pokemon except this time. I can't really do this weird spin-off job as a series, but I'll keep the title of the game a secret for now in case I need all of your help for the gimmick. Even those who read but never comment. I'd like to get all your usernames (or names you want to give) and name the letters after them so I can not kill you all. Focus on trying it out. This time it's not an adorable creature like Hakusols, so it
would be nice to make you feel that you're investing more in your character. They are just as human as you are! That's a long and short of what I'm doing. Here is a Google document where you can put your name for the dubious honor of being one of my meat shields against the forces of darkness. I hope you join, it's not like you're sacrificing something anyway! The award is not only for depression. You will also get cookies. Following in
the footsteps of a much bigger man than me, Snakewood Log 7? Thanks man I'm glad you like it! The funny thing about that Claydall's comment is that Nuzlock of other snake trees I read was also using it as a starter, I didn't remember until you remembered its presence I've ignored the snake tree comments hey guys all over the place, Delkatti has gimmicks!The ground type is not that useful gimmick, but it was a long-time party member
who was with you before you becoming insane, none of the other sub-par cats in this game can do sadly poor coyotes, and was a party member for many years who helped you in many difficult tasks and was a party member who valued a better death. Eulogy for at least another part and half a good man, Inyan. Keep ignoring them. Snakewood must die. Yes, but... Stanspore does the same thing and Pokemon usually has the advantage
of type. It's still useless. yes he didn't want to go out like that. At least he's in a better place now. and hopefully with a much shorter nose. I don't know how to write a sound, but just inhale through your teeth and you'll get how I feel about that last part. It's strange to see a game like this where HM slaves are still useful. These new generations are starting to ruin us. Wow, you and Sean after one chapter are really syncing today! A sore,
poor coyote. And a poor PC box. This is certainly the saddest celebration (?:( Hmm, it must be smoke from the sewers that make everyone crazy. And Karen is just an extra dose of that madness. Yes, Cree Fairy is the best Gen 1 fairy'mon! More side quests? The only good thing that comes out of it is the crowd cheering in the stadium during the gym fight. That's it. Back tracking is not so bad. After all, I'll be caught up in all kinds of
misfortunes in the next 12 episodes. And Jan is literally a maniac and has added a wild area to version 13 of this game, so it'll be interesting to explore. Why does anyone live in West Guiaran? It should be just an industrial area. Why does the huge rich Blake Oly live there too? Instead of saying that, you'd think you'd just shoot in front of your eyes. IZZAT A JIGGLEPUFF !?!? but of course it's he should think. Better hope Yang actually
hired someone who could write to improve the previous segment, that's all I'm saying. Karen is a level 100 creeper with butts hit subclass. Jesus H. Christ, she remembers Kefka. Run, run, or cheer up! They're not so bad at least now. I really want him to stop helping some third party shows after I beat ARK's main villain. I don't know who this Kefka is, but it sounds like a whimsical clown guy. That's why people are locking their doors now.
You are no longer the power of the universe, where people are powerless to shut out. Wasn't I ever there?This game. Well, enough to be strange except Venham. She is one of her few redemption features that doesn't have magical powers. Yay! More and more people in favor of Snakewood's return! 2 Page Thread Starter Thread Starter #781 Yay! More people supporting Snakewood's return! I answered comments on other sites. The
ones here had a clear answer. I am glad to have the honor of being Melia's Meat Shield. There is no higher glory in all of the shrimps. Uhufu. It really sucks, man. Take care of yourself and heal and I'm looking forward to seeing the almighty I'm putting myself on the line. Of course, I'm signing up. Sign up. I don't know what I'm doing, but if I need to know what I'm doing to get it started, I've never joined this website. Oh Dan, hope you
recover well, Sean! LOL So Naz Rock, of non-Pokemon games, with humans, can you give a unique name? Xcom? I have a theory about a catastrophe that I might hit a little bat, whatever the permadez meat crusher we're trying to jump into, but I don't think my theory is too far away because this game doesn't make much sense. You know how important Rose is to you and the rest of your team? You know very well that dying Rose is a
nightmare scenario for you. My theory is that when you go past, You will have a big fight with Team Xen where Rose will die and thus you and the rest of your team will go on a rampage. It's a catastrophe! I'm not just trying to connect dot that doesn't exist? Write eight more and we can be together again. Well technically six. 137 is done except for combat dialogue, 146 is now written 2/3rds. Sean. Sean, what happens at 137? This game
is better, don't touch Rose, Sean. Yes! Honestly, you're honestly one of my favorite nuz lockers, so it's great to hear it will be relatively soon. Like when I'm thinking about the idea of a Pokemon fan game I want to make, but you probably won't get it, recoil lock is a major resource to know what to do. Isn't Sean dead? Also, the Nuzocke typo in the thread title still bothers me.My theory on how to defeat Melia : You know that Melia's power
is fueled by light, right? Do you have the right to master ball? So yes Melia's power is gone and you're free Ultra Necrosma Ah, I didn't expect a reply. I was sleeping, so I just said it. Welcome back Sean Thread Starter Thread Starter .796 Spoiler: I don't think it's rude just to ignore them until the next chapter, so reply. Sean. Sean, what happens at 137? This game is better, don't touch Rose, Sean. If anything happens, do you assume that

there is any chapter after 137? That chapter was not just a to get through. It's not difficult, but there's a pretty good fight, but that's not why. I'm Danno, really. I don't think some chaps will come easily. Oddly enough, they always seem to be set in the Archlight Caverns. Honestly, you're honestly one of my favorite nuz lockers, so it's great to hear it will be relatively soon. Like when I'm thinking about the idea of a Pokemon fan game I want
to make, but you probably won't get it, recoil lock is a major resource to know what to do. Thank you, my man! Hahaha I don't go too hard with that idea in mind, sometimes I just complain because I enjoy complaining. But again, most of my serious complaints are legitimate. Also, the Nuzocke typo in the thread title still bothers me. Here's my theory on how to defeat Melia: you know that Melia's power is fueled by light? Do you have the
right to master ball? So yes Melia's power is gone and you have a free Ultra Necrozma and I am a man who can never die. Just get seriously injured. ... No name. How long was it like that? Please... How long have I left that typo there? I have an idea now. Step 1) - A very hard part, I've never played an allolan game, so I don't have a way to catch it, what a necrozoma is. Also, I don't want to go to Arora after that has taken over for Adrian.
Step 2) - I will. Otherwise, I don't even know if I need to use it. False+ Ultra ball seems to be going pretty well so far. Step 3) - It's easiest to achieve. You just have to say, What the hell? and crook her head. Step 4) - Will this kill Melia or do you want to remove the power of her special hero? The X bitch's ibertal is knocked out of the sky. But I think I'll stick to Jigard in the future. I think it's more poetic to beat Ibetar and Melia's future
Cuerneas with a giant robot. Oh, I didn't expect a reply. I was sleeping, so I just said it. Welcome back Sean and here I thought you were going to sleep a big sleep. I haven't returned to Joost yet. You have to stand halfway out of the doorway, but think of it as if you keep talking to your friends for another 30 minutes. Since Chapter 81 came back to the TapaTalk site, typos have been around. Necrozma is a psychedech legendary in the
light. And eating up melia's light will certainly deprive her of power, but probably won't kill her. Still, it's a good way for Melia to go out. The light that made her the main character is the one that leads to her fall. By the way. I still remember the bet I went back to 2018 to steal 1000th comment on this thread. Mostly as it turns out, I'm only in the 499th comment right now, so the message must have been deleted. Gar! I keep forgetting to
check everything I was reading for updates. I'm glad you're back in a little bit more, Sean! Welcome back to you, too.
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